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ABSTRACT

The temperature and the size dependence of a magnetopolaron in a harmonic quan-
tum dot with an external magnetic field normal to the plane of the quantum dot are
investigated theoretically. For a weak magnetic field (wc < wto), both the cyclotron mass
m'c+ and the cyclotron mass m'c_ are the increasing functions of temperature, whereas for
strong magnetic fields (uc > UJLO), the cyclotron mass m*+ is the decreasing function of
temperature, while the cyclotron mass m'_ is the increasing function of temperature.

MI RAMA RE - TRIESTE

October 1993

With recent progress in semiconductor technology it has become possi-

ble to confine electrons in all three spatial dimensions called quantum dots

I1"5!. These quantum dots are often refered to as artificial atoms with the

atomic potential replaced the artificially constructed dot potential. The novel

physical effects and potential device applications for these zero-dimensional

structures are a subject of growing experimental'1"5' and theoreticall6"10! in-

terest.

The interaction of electrons with longitudinal-optical(LO) phonons in

quantum dots has been investigated by various authors!4'5'*1^. Recently,

Roussignol et alJ4'have shown experimentally and explained theoretically

that phonon broadening is quite important in very small semiconductor

quantum dots. Klein et ali9' study the size dependence of electron-phonon

coupling in semiconductor nanospheres, they derive the expression of the

vibrational LO and SO eigenfunctions for a sphere in the continuum ap-

proximation. In a recent paper, Zhu and Gu'11' have investigated cyclotron

resonance of a magnetopolaron in a harmonic quantum dot at absolute zero

temperature.

In recent years there has been renewed interest in temperature depen-

dence of the properties of polarons[12"ls!. Brurnmell at alJ12' have stud-

ied the temperature dependence of the effective mass of the polaron in

Gai-Ii4/1:As/GaAs heterojunctions by cyclotron resonance measurements.

'Mailing address: Institute of Condensed Matter Physics and Department of Applied
Physics, Shanghai Jiao Ibng University, Shanghai 200030, People's Republic of China.



Using Feynman's path-integral polaron theory, Wu et al.'13' evaluated the

polaron mass for an arbitrary temperature with the inclusion of full dy-

namical screenings. Wei and Gu'16' investigated the cyclotron resonance of

a magnetopolaron in a quasi-two-dimensional system at finite temperature,

they find that the absorption and emission resonance must be considered at

the same time in the finite temperature region. In a very recent paper, No-

mura and Kobayashi^6' have investigated the exciton-LO-phonon couplings

in CdS j:5ei_i; semiconductor microcrystallites by measuring the tempera-

ture dependence of the width and energy of excitons by electroabsorption.

They find that the exciton energy decreases linearly with temperature, while

the full width at half maximum of the exciton increases with enhancement of

temperature. Zhu and Gu'17' study the temterature dependence of polarons

in a harmonic quantum dot and show that the transition energy between the

ground state and the low-lying excited state is a decreasing function of tem-

perature. To our knowledge, there has been no report on the temperature

dependence of magnetopolarons in a harmonic quantum dot in external mag-

netic fields until now. In the present paper, based on Refs.[ll] and [17] we

shall investigate the cyclotron resonance of magnetopolarons in a harmonic

quantum dot at finite temperature. For the sake of analytic simplicity, we

shall model the relevant vibrational modes by the corresponding bulk modes,

i.e., we shall neglect any size quantization of the phonons. This assumption

has been used by Schmitt-Rink, Miller, and Chemla'16! and Bockelmann and

Bastard'19' to treat the phonon broadening of optical spectra and the phonon

scattering in quantum dots. Taking into account the effect of phonon con-

finement will certainly vary the results in comparison with those of the bulk-

phonon model. We shall treat this effect in a forthcoming paper.

The electrons are much more strongly confined in one direction (taken as

the z direction) than in the other two directions. Therefore, we shall confine

ourselves to consider only the motion of the electrons in the x-y plane. Ku-

mar et alJ8' have shown that even if the defining cap layer is square shaped,

the confining potential seen by electrons in a quantum dot has nearly circu-

lar symmetry. The energy levels are found to be insensitive to the charge in

the dot at a fixed gate voltage, and the evolution of energy levels with in-

creasing magnetic field is similar to that for a harmonic potential. Recently,

it was pointed out by Peeters'6' that this is a consequence of a generalized

Kohn's theorem which is valid for a quadratic confinement potential. These

results make the harmonic confining potential model very appealing. In the

presence of a magnetic field, this model potential offers exact analytic in-

formation on the single-particle energy states, We shall use this harmonic

confining potential model in the present work. In addition, the effects of a

strong modification of the Coulomb forces through the electronic and ionic

surface polarization can be significant if there is a large dielectric disconti-

nuity between the quantum dot and the surrounding medium^20'. This is not

the case for microfabricated dots made with GaAs wells and AlGaAs barri-



ers, therefore we ignore such effects which will be taken into account in the

other paper.

We assume that the confining potential in a single quantum dot is har-

monic:

V(P) = -2ruWoP\ (1)

where m" is the bare band mass and p is the coordinate vector of a two

dimensional quantity. In the presence of a magnetic field in the z direction,

the Hamiltonian of electron-phonon system is given by

H =

^ ^ ( p + eA)2
 + I m - .

(2)

(3)

(4)

where 6q creates a bulk LO phonon of wave vector q, q=(q||,<?j) and v—{p,z)

is the coordinate of the electron,

At finite temperature, we choose |nq > for the wave function to describe

the phonon state, in which rcq represents the number of LO- phonon. When

the temperature is lower than room temperature, even though the phonon

frequency will decreasing with increasing temperature, we can stiil take them

as a constant because of the small relative change of the frequency (about

1 percent)I12'. On the other hand, the interaction energy between the elec-

tron and phonons is much smaller than the phonon's energy, except in the

strong-coupling case. As a consequence we assume that the eigenvalues of

6q6q in the phonon state are approximately equal to the thermal equilibrium

values'"*'14'15'16', that is

< rcq >= [e rp(kuL0/kBT) - I]"1, (6)

where kg is the Boltzmann constant.

In the symmetric gauge A=(-^By,|Bx),the energy levels of the unper-

turbed Hamiltonian Ho are given by'21'22'

= (2n + \m\ (7)

where u>c = eB/m'c is the cyclotron frequency, m is the angular quantum

number, m=0,±l,±2,..., and n is the radial quantum number, n=0,l,2,....

The corresponding wave functions are given by

(8)

where x=p(Tn*u;c(i + ^D = /ft)5, in a r e associated Laguerre polynomials.

Since the electron-phonon interaction is weak in Gai-IAlxAs/Ga-As or

similar systems, in the sense that the Frohlich coupling constant (a) is of the

order of 0.1, we shall use the second-order Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation



theory to obtain the electronic self-energy shift, 6Enmt given by

2mmuiLO

where

= /
Jo

(13)

v>
*% (15)

where \={hjm'(wl + \w2
c)i)i and Jn are Besset functions of the first kind. In

Eqs.(9)-(12), the first term corresponds to the emission of a virtual phonon

during the electron-phonon interaction, and the second term represents the

absorption of a virtual phonon in the process of electron-phonon interaction

I23'. The numerical results show that the two processes must be considered

at finite temperature.

If we put n=0, m=0 in Eq.(9)-(12), the ground-state energy correction is

given by

Ohoo = —anwixiy-— )

, 1 ^ ,

2 u*r,o

{(2n' + K|l(I + 4 ) ' / 2 ^ ^

(19)

When only the lowest-energy level is occupied, the selection rules allow only

two excitations,(0,0)-+(G,-l), and (0,0)->(0,l)^'25]. Consequently, the cor-

rection 6Em to the excited level (0,1) is given by

H '"- " ' ' (20)

(21)

2n' 4- \m'\ — \)(— + ^°)i^ ^c (2'2)

and the correction SEo-i to the excited level (0,-1) is given by

"' (24)
n1 m '

s .2

+ = ^ ^ + D - (2B)

:nq > { ( 2 « ' + | m ' | - ! ) ( - +U"5)1/2—£- (26)

+ ^ _ ± I i ^ - I } ' 1 } , (27)

The relevant cyclotron resonance frequency for (0,0)-*(0,l) transition is given

by

U [ - (Boo + «£oo)]/». (28)



The relevant cyclotron resonance frequency for (0,0)—»(0,-1) transition is

given by

< - = (£o-i - £'w)lh = [<S>-i + « o - 0 - (£oo + «£oo)]/ft. (29)

Eqs.(28) and (29) imply two renormalized cyclotron masses (rrt*+ and m*_).

Since their expressions are two complicated, we only give the numerical re-

sults.

The numerical results of the cyclotron mass in GaAs harmonic quantum

dots as a function of temperature are presented in Fig.1-2. We assume that

the Landau radius is always smaller than the size of the quantum dot, which

means that the electrons are always confined in the quantum dots. As in

Ref.[26], we define the weak magnetic field, i.e. u>c < WLO, as the case

where B < 20.87\ and the strong magnetic fields, i.e. wc > UILO as B >

20.87\ First let us see the results in the weak magnetic fields,i.e. B <

20.87\ In Fig.l (a) and (b), B=10.4T, i.e. in the weak magnetic fields, we

can see that both m*+ and m*_ increase with enhancement of temperature.

The figures also show the cyclotron mass m"_ is always heavier than the

bare band mass, i.e. the mass renormalization is positive. In the strong

magnetic flr'ds, i.e. B > 20.87', Fig.2 (a) and (b) demonstrate the cyclotron

masses (m'+ and m*_) as a function of temperature for several effective

confinement lengths in the strong magnetic fields (B=28.7T). It is shown

that the cyclotron mass m*+ decreases with increasing temperature, while

the cyclotron mass m*_ increases with enhancement of temperature. The

mass renormalization is negative for the cyclotron mass m~+ whereas the

mass renormalization is positive for the cyclotron mass m*_. It is noted that

when the cyclotron frequencies (wc±= [(wc/2)2 +WQ] 1 / 2 ±W C /2 ) approach the

phonon frequency(oJio), the cyclotron resonance will appear. We will discuss

this case in the next paper'17'.

In conclusion, we have investigated the temperature and the size depen-

dence of a magnetopolaron in GaAs harmonic quantum dots in an external

magnetic field. It is found that for the weak magnetic fietds(ij;c < UJ^O), both

the cyclotron mass m*+ and m*_ are the increasing functions of tempera-

ture. For the strong magnetic fields(ujc > <*>LO), the cyclotron mass m*+ is

the decreasing function of temperature whereas the cyclotron mass m'c_ is

the increasing function of temperature. In addition, in the present paper

we also show from the numerical results that the virtual-phonon absorption

process and emmision process must be considered at the same time in the

finite temperature region. It should be emphasized that the use of 2D disk

approximation for the electronic wave function is not an essential restriction

of this paper, it has been done only for the sake of analytic convenience and

clarity of the final results. Introduction of the finite width of the electronic

wave function in z direction into the above formalism is straightforward and

it will reduce the effective electron-phonon coupling'36'. But the qualitative

features in this paper are independent of this approximation. Finally, it is

hoped that this paper would stimulate more experimental work which will

be helpful in a understanding of the role of electron -LO-phonon interaction

in quasi-zero-dimensional systems.
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The Figure Captions

Fig.l The cyclotron mass of GaAs harmonic quantum dots in the weak

magnetic field B=10.4T as a function of temperature(T) for three effective

confinement lengths(/0 = (ft/m*wo)
I/2)- (a) m^/m* vs T(K); (b) m'c_/mm

vs T(K). (ro={h/2m'uiL0y
/2 is the polaron radius).

Fig.2 The cyclotron mass of GaAs harmonic quantum dots in the strong

magnetic field B=28.7T as a function of temperature(T) for three effective

confinement lengths(/0 = (?i/m'wo)I/2)- (a) m'c+/m* vs T(K); (b) m-_/m'

vs T(K). (r0=(ft/2rn*WLo)1''2 is the polaron radius).
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